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SECTION – A

Q.1 Tick out the correct option: (10 x 01 = 10 Marks)

i) ________ function key is used to repeat most commands or actions

 a) F5                     b) F4  

c) F2                              d) None of these

ii) To select a range, hold down the ________ key and click on adjacent cells.

 a) Shift   b) Ctrl

c) Alt                                   d) None of these

iii)  In a flow chart , _________ indicates the sequence of steps and direction of flow.

a) Start / stop box           b) Connectors c) Flow-lines   d) None of these    

iv) The diagrammatic representation that illustrates the steps for the solution of a problem is called ______

a) Algorithm                        b) Flow chart              c) Binary            d) None of these

v) _________ sign is added at the end of a String variable.

a) $                         b)  &   c) %            d) None of these

vi) ______________ key is used to compile a program into .exe file and run it in QB64.

a) F5         b) F6                  c) F8 d) None of these

vii) ______________ statement stops further the execution of the program.

a) PRINT                          b) INPUT                         c) LET                      d) None of these

viii) In QB64, whenever any item is enclosed in the __________ it means it is optional.

a) { }                             b) [ ]                            c) ( )             d) None of these

ix) _______________ is a USA based popular e-commerce company.

a) Amazon.com                b) Flipkart.com                            c) Bing.com d) None of these

x) Niklas Zennstrom and his Danish partner Janus Friis are the founder of 

a) Microsoft b) Skype        

c)  Yahoo d) None of these
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SECTION – B

Q.2 Fill in the blanks:    (05 x 0.5 = 2.5 Marks)

Hints: [ tabular , e-mails , numeric values , input/output , space ]

i) To enter date and time together, separate them with _______________.

ii) The ___________ box is used to display input and output of a program.

iii) Numeric constants contain only ________________

iv) TAB statements prints ____________ type of results.

v) ______________ is the fastest way of sending mail.

SECTION – C 

Q.3 Check whether the following statements are true or false:           (05 x 0.5 = 2.5 Marks)

i) You can the contents of a cell in the formula bar. 

ii) Flow charts are helpful in analysing the logic of problems

iii) Variables are of three types.

iv) The input statement is used to assign values to variables. 

v) Attachments can be sent through e-mails.

SECTION – D 

Q.4 Match the following:    (05 x 01 = 05 Marks)

To copy the file Ctrl + A

To select entire worksheet Flipkart.com

E-Shopping Program

Set of instructions E-learning

Learning with the use of technology Ctrl + C

SECTION – E 

Q.5 Very short answer the following questions:         (05 x 02 = 10 Marks)

i) How will you make modifications in the cell contents using edit mode?

ii) What is the use of decision box ?

iii) Write the ways to run a QB64 program.

iv) What is the use of PRINT statement?

v) Briefly explain the term Internet? 
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SECTION – F 

Q.6 Answer the following questions: (Any Two) (02×05=10 Marks)

i) What is Auto Fill? How can it be applied?

ii) What is the use of INPUT statement? What does a computer do when we use INPUT statement?

           iii) What do you understand the term E-Banking?
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